One of the most prominent problems in computer processing of the Chinese language is identification of the words in a sentence. Since there are no blanks to mark word boundaries, identifying words is difficult because of segmentation ambiguities and occurrences of out-of-vocabulary words (i.e., unknown words). In this paper, a corpus-based learning method is proposed which derives sets of syntactic rules that are applied to distinguish monosyllabic words from monosyllabic morphemes which may be parts of unknown words or typographical errors. The corpus-based learning approach has the advantages of: 1. automatic rule learning, 2. automatic evaluation of the performance of each rule, and 3. balancing of recall and precision rates through dynamic rule set selection. The experimental results show that the rule set derived using the proposed method outperformed hand-crafted rules produced by human experts in detecting unknown words.
Introduction
One of the most prominent problems in computer processing of Chinese language is the identification of the words in a sentence. There are no blanks to mark word boundaries in Chinese text. As a result, identifying words is difficult because of segmentation ambiguities and occurrences of out-of-vocabulary words ( i.e., unknown words). For instance, in (1), the proper name AEÎ 'Wang, Ying-Xiong' is a typical example of an unknown word, and it has ambiguous segmentation of AE 'king' Î 'hero'. Another example in (1) UR3 'university student in Taiwan' also has ambiguous segmentations of 'Taiwan' UR3 'university student' , UR 'National Taiwan University' 3 'give birth to' ,and 'Taiwan' UR 'university' 3 'give birth to' etc.:
(1) AEÎ"+!"À1 UR3'
Ying-Xiong Wang is a typical university student in Taiwan.'
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Most of the papers dealing with the problem of word segmentation have focused only on the resolution of ambiguous segmentation. The problem of unknown word identification is considered to be more difficult and needs to be further investigated. According to an inspection of the Sinica corpus [Chen et al., 1996] , which is a balanced Chinese corpus with words segmented based on the Chinese word segmentation standard for information processing proposed by ROCLING [Huang et al., 1997] , the most productive unknown words are of the following types.
Types of Unknown Words
Unknown words are defined as the words which are not in the lexicon. The following types of unknown words most frequently occur in the Sinica corpus. Table 1 shows the frequency distribution of unknown words of the most frequent 14 categories by examining 3 million-word data from the Sinica corpus.
(a) abbreviation (acronym): e.g., m 'China-fuel' (Nb) and ³ 'Taiwan-bus' (Nb).
(Please refer to table 1 for the meaning of each category name; for instance, Nb denotes proper names.)
It is difficult to identify abbreviations since their morphological structures are very irregular. Their affixes more or less reflect the conventions of the selection of meaning components [Huang 94 ]. However, the affixes of abbreviations are common words which are least informative for indicating the existence of unknown words.
(b) proper names: e.g., « 'Chen-So' (Nb) , ³Ä 'Champaign-city' (Nc), and Þ 'micro-soft' (Nb).
Proper names can be further classified into 3 sub-categories, i.e., names of people, names of place, and names of organizations. Certain key words are indicators for each different sub-category. For instance, there are about 100 common surnames which are prefix characters of Chinese personal names. The district names, such as 'city', b 'country' etc., frequently occur as suffixes of the names of places. Identification of company names is as difficult as that of abbreviations since there is no restriction on the choice of morpheme components.
(c) derived words: e.g., =° 'computer-ize' (Vh) .
Derived words have affix morphemes which are strong indicators.
(d) compounds: e.g., å 'turn-go'(VCL), ç 'receive-permission' (VE), ü 'search-method' (Na), and =°Ë 'computer-desk' (Na) .
A compounds is a very productive type of unknown word. Nominal and verbal compounds are easily coined by combining two words/characters. Since there are more than 5000 commonly used Chinese characters, each with idiosyncratic syntactic behavior, it is hard to derive a set of morphological rules to generate the set of Chinese compounds. To identify Chinese compounds is, thus, also difficult.
(e) numeric type compounds: e.g., 1986 £ '1986-year' (Nd), ?O 'three-thousand', and 19 å '19-lane' (Nc).
The characteristic of numeric compounds is that they contain numbers as major components. For instances, dates, time, phone numbers, addresses, numbers, determiner-measure compounds etc. belong to this type. Since digital numbers are the major components of unknown words of this type and their morphological structures are more regular, they can be identified using the morphological rules. From the above discussion, it is seen that identification for each different type of unknown word is difficult and might require adopting different approaches. However, the processes for detecting the occurrences of each different type of unknown word are almost the same since they are all composed of morphemes of characters. In this paper, we focus only on the detection processes and leave the complete identification problem for future research.
Unknown Word Detection
Unknown words cause segmentation errors because out-of-vocabulary words in an input text normally are incorrectly segmented into pieces of single character word or shorter words. For instance, example (1) would be segmented into (2) after dictionary look-up and resolution of ambiguous segmentation:
(2) AE Î " + ! "À 1 UR3k ing hero be DET CL typical DE Taiwan university-student
It is difficult to know when an unknown word is encountered since all Chinese characters can either morphemes or words and there are no blanks to mark word boundaries. Therefore, without (or even with) syntactic or semantic checking, it is difficult to tell whether a character in a particular context is a part of an unknown word or whether it stands alone as a word. As mentioned in section 1.1, compound words and proper names are the two major types of unknown words. It is not possible to list all of the compounds in the lexicon nor possible to write simple rules which can enumerate the compounds without over-generation or under-generation. Each different type of compound must be identified using either content or context dependent rules. Proper names and their abbreviations have less content regularity. Identifying them relies more on contextual information. The occurrence of typographical errors makes the problem even more complicated. There is currently no satisfactory algorithm for identifying both unknown words and typographical errors, but researchers are separately working on each different type of problem.
Chang et al. [Chang et al., 94] used statistical methods to identify personal names in Chinese text and achieved a recall rate of 80% and a precision rate of 90%. Similar experiments were reported in [Sun et al., 94] . Their recall rate was 99.77% but with a lower precision of 70.06%. Both papers default with the recognition of Chinese personal names only. Chen & Lee [Chen & Lee 94] used morphological rules and contextual information to identify the names of organizations. Since organizational names are much more irregular than personal names in Chinese, they achieved a recall rate of 54.50% and a precision rate of 61.79%. A pilot study on automatic correction of Chinese spelling errors was done by Chang [Chang 94] . He used mutual information between a character and its neighboring words to detect spelling errors and to then automatically make the necessary corrections. The error detection process achieved a recall rate of 76.64% and a precision rate of 51.72%. Lin et al. [Lin et al., 93 ] did a preliminary study of the problem of unknown word identification. They used 17 morphological rules to recognize regular compounds and a statistical model to deal with irregular unknown words, such as proper names etc. With this unknown word resolution procedure, an error reduction rate of 78.34% was obtained for the word segmentation process. Since there is no standard reference data, the accuracy rates claimed in different papers vary due to different segmentation standards. In this study, we used the Sinica corpus as a standard reference data. As mentioned before, the Sinica corpus is a word-segmented corpus based on the Chinese word segmentation standard for information processing proposed by ROCLING. Therefore, it contains both known words and unknown words which are properly segmented, i.e., separated by blanks. The corpus was utilized for the purposes of training and testing. For unknown word and typographical error identification, the following two steps are proposed. The first step is to detect the existence of unknown words and typographical errors. The second step is the recognition process, which determines the type and boundaries of each unknown word and recognizes typographical errors. The reasons for separating the detection process from the recognition process are as follows:
a. For different types of unknown words and typographical errors, they may share the same detection process but have different recognition processes. b. If the common method for spell checking is followed, an unknown word would be detected first, and a search for the best matching words performed next. Recognizing a Chinese word is somewhat different from spell checking, but they have a lot in common. c.If the detection process performs well, the recognition process is better focused, making the total performance more efficient.
This paper focuses on the unknown word detection problem only. ( Note that a typographical error is considered as a special kind of unknown word.) The unknown word detection problem and the dictionary-word detection problem are complementary problems since if all known words in an input text can be detected, then the rest of the character string will be unknown words. However, this is not a simple task since there are no blanks to delimit known words from unknown words. Therefore, the word segmentation process is applied first, and known words are delimited by blanks. Since unknown words are not listed in the dictionary, they will be segmented into shorter character/word sequences after a conventional dictionary-look-up word segmentation process. Sentence (3.b) shows the result of the word segmentation process on (3.a):
(3) a. äURî.?£-aeÿ"ûR{SÌÂ8àZÀoÛ According to an examination of a group of testing data which is a part of the Sinica corpus, 4572 occurrences out of 4632 unknowns were incorrectly segmented into sequences of shorter words, and each sequence contained at least one monosyllabic word. That is, 60 of the unknown words were segmented into sequences of multi-syllabic words only. Therefore, occurrences of monosyllabic words (i.e., single character words) in the segmented input text may denote the possible existence of unknown words. This is reasonable since it is very rare for compounds or proper names to be composed of several multi-syllabic words. Therefore, the process of detecting unknown words is equivalent to making a distinction between monosyllabic words and monosyllabic morphemes which are parts of unknown words. Hence, the complementary problem of unknown word detection is the problem of monosyllabic known-word detection. If all of the occurrences of monosyllabic words are considered as possible morphemes of unknown words, the precision of prediction is very low. When the word segmentation process was applied to the testing data taken from the Sinica corpus using a conventional dictionary look-up method, 69733 occurrences of monosyllabic words were found, but only 9343 were parts of unknown words, a precision of 13.40%. In order to improve the precision, monosyllabic words, which properly fit the contextual environment, should be identified and should not be considered as possible morphemes of unknown words. In the next section, the corpus-based learning approach to identification of contextually-proper monosyllabic words is introduced. In section 3, experimental results are presented, including a performance comparison between a hand-crafted method and the proposed corpus-based learning method.
Corpus-based Rule Learning for Identifying Monosyllabic Words
The procedure for detecting unknown words is roughly divided into three steps: 1. word segmentation, 2. part-of-speech tagging, and 3. identification of contextually-proper monosyllabic words. The word segmentation procedure identifies words using a dictionary look-up method and resolves segmentation ambiguities by maximizing the probability of a segmented word sequence [Chiang 92, Chang 91, Sproat 96] or by using heuristic methods [Chen 92, Lee 91] . Either method can achieve very satisfactory results.
Both have an accuracy rate of over 99%. For the purpose of unknown word identification, some regular types of compounds, such as numbers, determinant-measure compounds, and reduplication, which have regular morphological structures, are also identified by means of their respective morphological rules during the word segmentation process [Chen 92, Lin 93] . The second step, part-of-speech (pos) tagging, is carried out to support step3 and the later process of unknown word identification. After pos tagging, sentence (3.b) becomes sentence (4); each word contains a unique pos:
physics award winnter Esa -ki be
Although the pos sequence may not be 100% correct, it is the most probable pos sequence in terms of pos bi-gram statistics [Liu 95 ]. The details of the first two steps are not the major concern of this paper. The focus here is on the step of identifying contextually-proper monosyllabic words. Hereafter, for simplicity, the term 'proper-character' will denote a contextually-proper monosyllabic word, and the term 'improper-character' will be used to denote a contextually-improper monosyllabic word which might be part of an unknown word. The way to identify proper-characters is to check the following properties:
(1) a proper-character should not be a bound-morpheme, and (2) the context of a proper-character should be grammatical.
Hence, if a character is a bound-morpheme, it will be considered as possibly being an unknown word. However, almost any Chinese character can function either as a word or as a bound morpheme. A character's functional role is contextually dependent. Therefore, every monosyllabic word should be checked in its context for grammaticality by means of syntactic or semantic rules. For processing efficiency, such rules should be simple and have only local dependencies. It is not feasible to parse whole sentences in order to check whether or not characters are proper-characters. The task is then to derive a set of rules which can be used to check the grammaticality of characters in context. If the rules are too stringent, then too many proper-characters will be considered as improper-characters, resulting in a low precision rate. On the other hand, if the rules are too relaxed, then too many improper-characters will be considered as proper-characters, resulting in a low recall rate. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between recall and precision. In the case of unknown word detection, a higher recall rate and an acceptable precision rate is preferred. Writing handcrafted rules is difficult because there are more than 5000 commonly used Chinese characters, and each of them may behave differently. A corpus-based learning approach is adapted to derive the set of contextual rules and to select the best set of rules by evaluating the performance of each individual rule. The approach is very similar to the error-driven learning method proposed by Brill [Brill 95 ]. Before the learning method is introduced, two commonly used measures for unknown word detection are defined. These two performance measures will be used throughout the paper:
Recall Rate = # of unknown word detected / total number of unknowns; Precision Rate = # of correctly detected improper-characters / total # of guesses.
There are two types of unknown words. Type one unknown words include monosyllabic morphemes. Type two unknown words are composed with multi-syllabic words only. Only the detection of type one unknown words is considered here since type two unknown words occur very rarely as we mentioned before. An unknown word is considered successfully detected if any one of its components is detected as an improper-character. It is noted that the numerators for the recall rate and the precision rate are different since if two (or more) components of an unknown word are detected as improper-characters, it is reasonable to count only one word detection but two improper-character detections. For the corpus-based learning method, a training corpus with all the words segmented and pos-tagged is used. The monosyllabic words in the training corpus are instances of proper-characters, and the words in the training corpus which are not in the dictionary are instances of unknown words. Segmenting the unknown words using a dictionary look-up method produces instances of improper-characters. By examining the instances of proper and improper characters and their contexts, the rule patterns and their performance evaluations can be derived and can be represented as triplets (rule pattern, total # of matched instances, # of improper instances). Examples are shown in Appendix1. A contextual dependent rule may be: a uni-gram pattern, such as '{ 1 }', '{ }', '{(Nh)}', '{(T)}', a bi-gram patterns, such as '{ } S ', '{ }(VH)', '(Na){ B }', '{(Dfa)}(Vh)', '(Ve){(Vj)}', or a tri-gram patterns, such as '{ }(VH)(T)', '(Na)(Dfa){ Ï }', where the string in the curly brackets will match a proper-character and the other parts will match its context. A good rule pattern has high applicability and high discrimination value ( i.e., it occurs frequently and matches either proper-characters or improper-characters only, but not both). In fact, no rule has perfect discriminating ability. For instance, the rule '(Na){(Nb)}' can be applied to ' à (Na) å (Nb)' in (5) and ' ÃS (Na) ] (Nb)' in (6). The results are correct in (5) and incorrect in (6): (5) à (Na) 3I (Na) å (Nb) [f (Na) accounting staff Liu Miss.
(6) ÃS (Na) ] (Nb) ¡ (VC) c3 (Na) academician Yan -strengthen Mr.
Therefore, a greedy method is adopted in selecting the best set of unknown word detection rules. A set of rules which can identify proper-characters with high accuracy is selected. The rules with applicability greater than a threshold value are sequentially chosen according to the order of their accuracy. The rules for identifying improper-characters was not used because most improper-characters are of low frequency. Conversely, the selected rules were used as the recognition rules for proper-characters. A character matched by any one of the selected rules is considered a proper-character. Characters which are not matched by any one of the rules are considered candidates of improper-characters.
Rule selection algorithm:
1. Determine the threshold values for rule accuracy and applicability. For each rule Ri, when applied on the training corpus, the rule accuracy(Ri) = Mi / Ti, where Mi is the # of instances of matches of Ri with proper characters; Ti is the total # of matches of Ri. The rule applicability(Ri) = Ti.
2. Sequentially select the rules with the highest rule accuracy and applicability greater than the threshold value until there are no rules satisfying both threshold values.
The threshold value for rule accuracy controls the precision and recall performance of the final selected rule set. A higher accuracy requirement means fewer improper-characters will be wrongly recognized as proper-characters. Therefore, the performance of such a rule set will have a higher recall value. However, those proper-characters not matched with any rules will be mistaken as improper-characters, which lowers precision. On the other hand, if a lower accuracy threshold value is used, then most of the proper-characters will be recognized, and many of the improper-characters will also be mistakenly recognized as proper-characters, resulting in a lower recall rate and possibly a higher precision rate before reaching the maximal precision value. Therefore, if a detection rule set with a high recall rate is desired, the threshold value of rule accuracy must be set high. If precision is more important, then the threshold value must be properly lowered to an optimal point. A balance between recall and precision should be considered.
In the next section, the experimental results of different threshold values are presented. The threshold value for rule applicability controls the number of rules to be selected and ensures that only useful rules are selected.
The selected rule type may subsume another. Shorter rule patterns are usually more general than longer ones. There are redundant rules in the initial rule selection. A further screening process is needed to remove the redundant rules. The screening process is based on the following fact: if a rule Ri is subsumed by rule Rj, then pattern of Ri is a sub-string of pattern Rj. For example the rule '{ 1 }' is more general than the rule '{ 1 } (Na)'. If the rule '{ 1 }' is selected, then the rule '{ 1 } (Na)' is redundant and can be removed from the rule set. Since a character matched by any one of the selected rules is considered a proper-character, more specific rules will be redundant and only the most general rules will remain after the screening process.
Screening Algorithm: 1. Sort the rules according to their string patterns in increasing order, resulting in rules R1...Rn.
2. For i from 1 to n, if there is a j such that j< i, and Rj is a sub-string of Ri, then remove Ri.
Experimental Results
The corpus-based learning method for unknown word detection was tested on the Sinica corpus. The Sinica corpus version 2.0 contains 3.5 million words. 3 million words were used as the training corpus and 0.15 million words for the testing corpus. The word entries in the CKIP lexicon were considered as known words. The CKIP lexicon contains about 80,000 entries of Chinese words with their syntactic categories and grammatical information [CKIP 93] . A word is considered as an unknown word if it is not in the CKIP lexicon and is not identified by the word segmentation program as a foreign word (for instance, English), a number, or a reduplicated compound. There were 93285 unknown words in the training corpus and 4632 unknown words in the testing corpus. A few bi-word compounds were deliberately ignored as unknowns, such as ë R 'analytical chemistry' and~l3I 'technical member', since they are not identifiable by any algorithm which does not incorporate real world knowledge. In addition, whether these are single compounds or noun phrases made up of two words is debatable. In fact, ignoring bi-word compounds did not affect the results very much since the fact that there were only 60 such unknown words out of 4632 shows that they rarely occurred in the corpus.
The following types of rule patterns were generated from the training corpus. Each rule contains a token within curly brackets and its contextual tokens without brackets. For some rules, there may be no contextual dependencies. Rules of the 10 different types of patterns above were generated automatically by extracting each instance of monosyllabic words in the training corpus. Every generated rule pattern was checked for redundancy, and the frequencies of proper and improper occurrences were tallied. For instance, the pattern '{ }' occurred 165980 times in the training corpus; 165916 of these were proper instances and 64 of these were improper instances (i.e., ' ' occurred 64 times as part of an unknown word). Appendix 1 shows some of the rule patterns and their total occurrences counts as well as the number of improper instances. In the initial stage, 1455633 rules were found. After eliminating rules with frequency less than 3, 215817 rules remained. In the next stage, different rule selection threshold values were used to generate 10 different sets of rules. These rule sets were used to detect unknown words in the testing corpus. The testing corpus contained 152560 words. In the first step, the running text of the testing corpus was segmented into words using a dictionary look-up method which were then tagged with their part-of-speech by an automatic tagging process. Each different rule set was applied to detect the unknown words in the testing corpus. A character without a match was considered as part of an unknown word. Appendix 2 shows some examples. The performance results of different rule sets are shown in Note: all of the applicability values are set to rule frequency >= 3.
=============================================================

Table 2. The experimental results of unknown word detection on the testing corpus.
The results show that there is a tradeoff between precision and recall rate, but that the overall performance was much better than that of the handcraft rules written by human experts. They examined the training corpus and wrote up a rule set for proper-characters to the best of their ability. The handcraft rules had a precision rate of 39.11% and a recall rate of 81.45%, which are much lower than the rule set, made using the corpus-based rule learning method. The syntactic complexity of monosyllabic words was the reason for the lower coverage of the handcraft rules. Some handcraft rules are shown in Appendix 4. It is clearly shown that the handcraft rules suffer from low accuracy because a limited number of rules can be derived and the rules are usually too general to achieve high precision rates. There were only 139 hand-crafted rules while the proposed method generated thousands of rules as shown in Table 2 . The number of rules selected increased with the decrement of the accuracy of the rule selection criteria because more rules satisfied the lower accuracy requirement. However, the number of rules after the screening process was lower in accordance with the decrement of the accuracy of the rule selection criteria. For instance, 207059 and 210552 rules were selected, respectively, for the rule accuracy criterion of 98% and 95%, but after the screening process, the number of rules was 45839 and 31309. The reason for this is that achieving a higher accuracy requires more contextual dependency rules to discriminate between proper-characters and improper-characters. On the other hand, a lower accuracy requirement may cause the inclusion of many more short rules. This causes a lot of long rules to be subsumed by shorter rules eliminated during the screening process.
Conclusion and Future Research
The corpus-based learning approach proved to be an effective and easy method for finding unknown word detection rules. The advantages of using a corpus-based method are as follows:
a. The syntactic patterns of proper-characters are complicated and numerous. It is hard to hand-code each different pattern, yet most high frequency patterns are extractable from the corpus.
b. The corpus provides standard reference data not only for rule generation, but also for rule evaluation. The hand-craft rules can also be evaluated automatically and incorporated into the final detection rule set if the rule has a high accuracy rate.
c. It is easy to control the balance between the precision and the recall of the detection algorithm since we know the performance of each detection rule based on the training corpus.
Different types of unknown words have different levels of difficulty in identification. The detection of compounds is the most difficult because some of their morphological structures are similar to common syntactic structures. The detection of proper names and typographical errors is believed to be easier because of their irregular syntactic patterns. The results with respect to different types of syntactic categories were checked. Appendix 3 shows that the recall rates of proper names ( i.e., category Nb) were less affected by the higher precision requirement. There was no data for typographical errors, but the detection of typographical errors is believed to be similar to the detection of proper names; that is, a higher precision can be achieved without sacrificing the recall rate. If parallel corpora with and without typographical errors are available, the corpus-based rule learning method can also be applied to the detection of typographical errors in Chinese.
After the unknown word detection process, an identification algorithm will be required to find the exact boundaries and the part-of-speech of each unknown word. This will require future research. Different types of rules will be required in identifying different compounds and proper names. The corpus can still play an essential role in the generation of rules and in their evaluation. 
